Time-Dependent Nanomechanics of Cartilage
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ABSTRACT In this study, atomic force microscopy-based dynamic oscillatory and force-relaxation indentation was employed to quantify the time-dependent nanomechanics of native (untreated) and proteoglycan (PG)-depleted cartilage disks, including indentation modulus $E_{\text{ind}}$, force-relaxation time constant $\tau$, magnitude of dynamic complex modulus $|E^*|$, phase angle $\delta$ between force and indentation depth, storage modulus $E'$, and loss modulus $E''$. At ~2 nm dynamic deformation amplitude, $|E^*|$ increased significantly with frequency from 0.22 ± 0.02 MPa (1 Hz) to 0.77 ± 0.10 MPa (316 Hz), accompanied by an increase in $\delta$ (energy dissipation). At this length scale, the energy dissipation mechanisms were deconvoluted: the dynamic frequency dependence was primarily governed by the fluid-flow-induced poroelasticity, whereas the long-time force relaxation reflected flow-independent viscoelasticity. After PG depletion, the change in the frequency response of $|E^*|$ and $\delta$ was consistent with an increase in cartilage local hydraulic permeability. Although untreated disks showed only slight dynamic amplitude-dependent behavior, PG-depleted disks showed great amplitude-enhanced energy dissipation, possibly due to additional viscoelastic mechanisms. Hence, in addition to functioning as a primary determinant of cartilage compressive stiffness and hydraulic permeability, the presence of aggrecan minimized the amplitude dependence of $|E^*|$ at nanometer-scale deformation.

INTRODUCTION

Cartilage exhibits time-dependent mechanical behavior that has been documented macroscopically (1–9) and microscopically (10,11) in a variety of loading configurations. These time-dependent properties are essential for proper tissue function, energy dissipation, frequency-dependent stiffening, and reswelling after joint unloading (12). The observed time dependence has been interpreted using continuum theoretical models that include both poroelasticity and viscoelasticity (13–16). The biomechanical behavior of cartilage is related to the tissue’s type II collagen network and the negatively charged aggrecan aggregates within the hydrated extracellular matrix (ECM) (12). Viscoelastic relaxation of the solid matrix involves the translational diffusion and reptation of aggrecan aggregate, aggrecan monomers, and glycosaminoglycan (GAG) side chains of aggrecan (17), as well as reconfiguration of the collagen network and associated proteins. Poroelastic energy dissipation is governed by the fluid flow through the porous ECM.

In hydrated cartilage tissue, the collagen fibrils are typically 30–80 nm in diameter, and the gaps between them are on the order of 100 nm (12,18). Between the fibrils, brushlike aggrecan monomers bind to hyaluronan, stabilized by link protein, to form aggregates (19). The aggrecan core protein has a contour length of ~400 nm, and ~40 nm-long GAG chains are substituted onto the core protein ~2–3 nm apart (20). The high density of GAG chains has been identified as the main determinant of the tissue’s hydraulic permeability and, thereby, an important constituent regulating cartilage poroelastic behavior (21). Deformation that takes place at the length scale of these molecules can affect local fixed charge density (22), hydraulic permeability (23), streaming potential (24), and other biophysical mediators of chondrocyte-cell signaling and mechanotransduction (25). The nanomechanics of isolated ECM macromolecules such as type II collagen (26), GAGs (27,28) and aggrecan (29–33) have been studied in vitro. However, there is still a lack of understanding of the ECM mechanical behavior within native tissue subjected to local deformations on the same length scale as macromolecular dimensions.

Hence, the objective of this study was to quantify the time- and frequency-dependent mechanics of native cartilage at deformation length scales comparable to its ECM molecular dimensions and the fluid flow pore sizes, which provides direct molecular-level insights into how these ECM constituents contribute to the tissue-level cartilage behavior. In this study, atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based techniques were employed to carry out sinusoidal dynamic oscillatory indentation of bovine cartilage disks as a function of oscillation frequency $f$ (~1–316 Hz), using previously reported methods (34,35). The results were compared to data obtained on the same cartilage specimens using classical nanoindentation and force-relaxation loading configurations. The contact radius between the AFM probe tips and the cartilage tissue samples (~1 μm) corresponds to the length scale over which fluid-flow-related poroelastic phenomena can occur (i.e., a homogenized microscale region of the ECM). However, the dynamic deformation amplitudes utilized were in the range of ~2–50 nm, a length
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scale as small as the GAG-GAG interstitial spacing (12,20,36) that encompasses the range of estimated pore sizes (21) that govern tissue hydraulic permeability, $k$, and, correspondingly, the degree of poroelastic fluid flow. This length scale also corresponds to the dimensions of the ECM macromolecular components (12,18–20) that contribute to elastic and viscoelastic molecular interactions. The contributions of poro- and viscoelasticity to the observed cartilage time dependence were investigated by relating the results to the associated length- and timescales of these mechanisms. By comparing the dynamic nanomechanical properties of native (untreated) and proteoglycan (PG)-depleted cartilage disks, the observed time and frequency dependence were interpreted in the context of the macromolecular structure and properties of the ECM constituents (e.g., collagen and aggrecan).

**METHODS**

**Sample preparation**

Cartilage disks (9 mm in diameter and ~0.5 mm thick) were harvested (37) from the middle zone of femoropatellar groove articular cartilage of 1- to 2-week-old bovine calves and maintained in sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, without Mg$^{2+},$ Ca$^{2+}$) with protease inhibitors for <24 h before testing. Additional groups of disks were digested with 1 mg/mL trypsin in 0.15 M NaCl and 0.05 M Na$_3$PO$_4$, pH ~7.2 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), followed by digestion with 0.1 U/mL chondroitinase-ABC in 0.15 M NaCl and 0.05 M Tris-HCl, pH ~8.0 (Seikagaku, Tokyo, Japan), both for 24 h at 37°C. Together, these enzyme treatments resulted in loss of >95% of matrix aggrecan, the most abundant PG in cartilage (38), as assessed by the GAG content via the dimethylmethyleneblue dye binding assay (39). It has been reported that the trypsin digestion does not produce any significant structural change in the collagen fibrillar network, either microscopically (40) or macroscopically (41), or the intrinsic tensile strength of collagen fibrils (42).

**AFM-based nanomechanics experiments**

**Cantilever probe tips**

Square pyramidal probe tips were employed with an end radius of $R \approx 50$ nm, half-open angle of the pyramidal face of $\alpha \approx 35°$, nickel-plated tip D, silicon nitride V-shaped cantilever, and nominal spring constant, $k \approx 0.58$ N/m (Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA), as well as spherical borosilicate colloidal probe tips ($R = 2.5$ µm and $k = 0.58$ N/m, Bioforce Nanosciences, Ames, IA) (Fig. 1). Both probe tips were coated with 2 nm Cr and 50 nm Au, and functionalized with a neutral hydroxyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer (OH-SAM) by immersion in 3 mM 11-mercaptopoundecanol (HS(CH$_2$)$_{11}$OH) (Sigma-Aldrich) ethanol solution for 24 h.

**Classical nanoindentation**

AFM-based classical nanoindentation were carried out in PBS using a maximum load of ~70 nN in force mode, using a MultiMode AFM with a PicoForce piezo and Nanoscope IV controller (Veeco) over a range of constant $z$-piezo displacement rates (0.1–10 µm/s), where the closed-looped PicoForce piezo in the $z$-direction (perpendicular to the sample plane) enabled the precise control and quantification of indentation force and depth. For each indentation curve, the cantilever deflection (in Volts) and $z$-piezo displacement (in µm) were converted and averaged to quantify the indentation force-depth data (see Appendix A in the Supporting Material). Three cartilage disk specimens were tested for each treatment condition (i.e., PG-depleted and untreated); separate groups of three disks each were used for testing with spherical and pyramidal probe tips. For each disk specimen, indentation was performed at two to three different locations on relatively flat regions (surface roughness <40 nm for 5 µm × 5 µm scans). At each location, indentation was repeated 10 times at 1 and 10 µm/s $z$-piezo displacement rate, and five times at 0.1 µm/s, with enough wait time between each repeat.

**Force relaxation**

Force-relaxation experiments were carried out at the same locations as the classical nanoindentation experiments via a number of programmed sequences as follows. 1) First, the sample was indented using the closed-loop force mode at a constant $z$-piezo displacement of ~2 µm at 1 µm/s up to a maximum load of ~85 nN, as described above. 2) The system
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was then changed to the open-loop script mode, in which the cantilever probe tip was programmed to move toward and into the surface at the same z-piezo displacement size and rate, which ensured that the maximum indentation force was kept constant at ~85 nN for each test. 3. Immediately after indentation, the piezo was held at a constant position for 60 s before retracting from the specimen, during which period relaxation of indentation force took place. The script mode thus recorded the data for z-piezo displacement and cantilever deflection as a function of time during the indentation and hold period (steps 2 and 3) at a data acquisition rate of 1.02 kHz. At least three repeats were carried out at the same indentation location on each sample, with the time between each repeat sufficient to allow complete recovery.

**Dynamic oscillatory loading**

After each force-relaxation experiment, a dynamic oscillatory loading experiment was also carried out at the same specimen locations. A function generator (5100, Rockland Scientific, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada) was connected to the PicoForce piezo controller to enable sinusoidal displacement of the z-piezo at specified dynamic oscillation frequencies, f (f = 1–316 Hz), and z-piezo displacement amplitudes of ~4, 25, and 125 nm. By subtracting the dynamic oscillation of cantilever deflection (in nm), the dynamic indentation depths amplitudes of cartilage were measured to be ~2, 10, and 50 nm, respectively (see Appendix B in the Supporting Material). Prior to each specified frequency, f, and dynamic z-piezo displacement amplitude, a force-relaxation experiment was first carried out, as described above, and the dynamic oscillation was then superimposed onto the static indentation (Fig. 1c) during the 60-s hold period at ~15 s after the indentation (step 2 of the force-relaxation experiment). The same z-piezo displacement, cantilever deflection, and time data were acquired at rates of 1.02 kHz for f < 100 Hz and 11.74 kHz for f ≥ 100 Hz (Fig. 1c). The offset static indentation depths were at 0.43 ± 0.04 μm and 1.01 ± 0.06 μm for the spherical and pyramidal tips on the untreated disks, respectively, and 0.77 ± 0.04 μm and 1.37 ± 0.12 μm (mean ± SE) for the spherical and pyramidal tips on the PG-depleted disks, respectively. Before the experiments on cartilage, control experiments were performed using a mica sample at the same z-piezo displacement frequencies and amplitudes for system calibration (see Appendix B in the Supporting Material).

**Data analysis and modulus calculation**

For AFM-based nanoindentation, the tip-sample contact point for each force-depth approach curve was determined via the Golden Section search method (43) (Appendix A in the Supporting Material). The effective indentation modulus, E_{ind}, was computed using analytical contact mechanics models via least-squares linear regression of the experimental loading F-D curves taken at the same sample position and z-piezo displacement rate. For the spherical colloidal probe tip with end radius R on the cartilage sample with thickness h >> R (here, h = 0.5 mm, R = 2.5 μm),

$$F = \frac{4}{3} \frac{E_{ind}}{1 - \nu^2} R^{1/2} D^{3/2},$$  
(1)

where F is the indentation force, D is the indentation depth (Appendix A in the Supporting Material), ν is the Poisson’s ratio (ν = 0.1 for both the untreated and PG-depleted bovine cartilage disks (7,44)). For the sharp, pyramidal probe tip (here, R = 50 nm << D) (45),

$$F = \frac{1.4906}{2} \frac{E_{ind}}{1 - \nu^2} \tan \alpha D^2,$$

(2)

where α is the half-open angle of the pyramidal face (α = 35°, as measured with a scanning electron microscope (6060, JEOL, Peabody, MA). The analytical models (Eqs. 1 and 2) were used to account for the indentation geometry. It should be noted that E_{ind} is actually time- and rate-dependent (nonequilibrium), and hence, is utilized to assess trends in cartilage mechanical response to different experimental conditions (e.g., tip geometry and PG depletion) at a given indentation rate.

For each force-relaxation experiment, the loading data were first analyzed as described above to calculate the indentation depth, D. During the subsequent 60-s hold period, the z-piezo position (the sum of the cantilever deflection, d, and indentation depth, D) was held constant. The cantilever deflection decreased over time due to force relaxation, and the indentation depth increased subsequently to a small extent (~5–7%). The time-dependent instantaneous indentation modulus, E_{ind,t}, was calculated via the analytical models (Eqs. 1 and 2) to account for the geometry and the change in both F and, to a much smaller extent, D during the hold period (Fig. 2b). The equilibrium indentation modulus (after completion of relaxation), E_{ind,0}, and the longest relaxation time constant, τ, were computed via a least squares nonlinear regression based on a three-element spring-dashpot model,

$$E_{ind}(t) = E_{ind,0} + E_{ind,1} \exp(-t/\tau).$$

(3)

For the nanometer-scale dynamic oscillatory loading experiments, the amplitudes of sinusoidal force, F, and indentation depth, D, and the phase lag, δ, between them, were calculated at randomly selected intervals starting at ~15 s after the initiation of dynamic z-piezo displacement. During this period, the dynamic oscillatory deformation was observed to be at steady state as F, D, and δ remained statistically constant over time. The calculation utilized five loading cycles at each frequency (e.g., Fig. 1c and d; Appendix B in the Supporting Material). Within the dynamic oscillation region of Fig. 1c, this calculation procedure was repeated 100 times, and the mean values of F and D amplitudes and phase angle δ were obtained. Thus, the total force, F, including static and dynamic components, can be described using the Hertz model with a Taylor series expansion in the indentation depth, D (46),

$$F \approx \frac{4}{3} R^{1/2} \left( \frac{E_{ind,0}}{1 - \nu^2} D^{3/2} + \frac{3}{2} \frac{|E'|}{1 - \nu^2} D^{1/2} \frac{D}{R} \right),$$

(4)

**FIGURE 2** (a) Indentation modulus, E_{ind}, of untreated and PG-depleted cartilage disks at z-piezo displacement rates of 0.1–10 μm/s, estimated using Eqs. 1 and 2. (b) Instantaneous indentation modulus, E_{ind,t}, directly calculated, using the Hertz model (Eq. 1), from the relaxation data of a single force-relaxation test on an untreated cartilage disk (hydroxylmethacrylate functionalized neutral spherical tip, R = 2.5 μm). The gray line is the best fit of a three-element model (Eq. 3) to the data. (c and d) Equilibrium indentation modulus, E_{ind,0}.

(c), and characteristic relaxation time constant, τ (d), of untreated and PG-depleted cartilage disks, estimated using Eqs. 1–3. All experiments in a, c, and d were performed using hydroxylmethacrylate functionalized spherical and pyramidal probe tips (n ≥ 6 different locations, mean ± SE).
where \(|E^*|\) is the magnitude of the complex dynamic modulus. Higher-order terms in the expansion were neglected, since the dynamic amplitude, \(D\), is at least one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the offset indentation depth, \(D\). Hence, \(|E^*|\) was calculated from the oscillatory component,

\[
\tilde{F} \approx 2\frac{|E^*|}{(1 - \nu^2)} R^{1/2} D^{1/2} \tilde{D}.
\]

(5)

The same criteria were applied to the data obtained using the pyramidal tip:

\[
\tilde{F} \approx 1.4906 \frac{|E^*|}{(1 - \nu^2)} D \tilde{D} \tan \alpha.
\]

(6)

We noted that the complex modulus \(E^*\) can be represented in terms of its real part (the storage modulus, \(E'\)) and its imaginary part (the loss modulus, \(E'\)):

\[
E' = |E^*| \cos \delta,
\]

(7)

\[
E'' = |E^*| \sin \delta.
\]

(8)

**Statistical analysis**

To account for multiple measurements at the same indentation locations and to improve the robustness and power of the statistical test, we employed repeated-measures nonparametric statistical tests, which do not assume normal distribution or homoscedasticity of the data (47). Repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) on rank transforms (RT-1) of the entire set of original data and the Friedman test (nonparametric equivalent of one-way RM-ANOVA) were performed on the calculated dynamic modulus \(|E^*|\), phase lag \(\delta\), storage modulus \(E'\), and effective indentation modulus \(E_{ind}\). The dynamic deformation frequency, \(f\), amplitude, \(D\), and \(z\)-piezo displacement rate were taken as within-subject factors, whereas tip geometry and PG depletion were taken as between-subject factors. The Mann-Whitney U test (nonparametric equivalent of Student’s t-test) was performed on the equilibrium modulus, \(E_{ind,0}\) and relaxation time constant, \(\tau\). In all the tests, a p-value of <0.05 was taken as statistically significant. For all statistical tests, data measured from different disks for the same experimental condition (e.g., enzymatic treatment, tip geometry) were pooled, as no significant difference (\(p > 0.05\) for \(E_{ind,0}\), \(E_{ind,0} \tau\), \(|E^*|\), and \(\delta\)) was found between the specimens using a two-way RM-ANOVA on RT-1 for \(|E^*|\), \(\delta\), and \(E_{ind}\) (the specimen number was taken as the between-subject factor, frequency \(f\) as the within-subject factor), and Mann-Whitney U test for \(E_{ind,0}\) and \(\tau\).

**RESULTS**

**Classical indentation**

In the applied indentation force range (~0–70 nN), both the untreated and PG-depleted cartilage indentation behavior agreed well with the analytical model fits of Eqs. 1 and 2 (Fig. 1 b; \(R^2 \geq 0.98\) for all fits). Upon PG depletion, the cartilage samples exhibited increased compliance compared to the untreated samples with both spherical and pyramidal tips (Fig. 1 b). \(E_{ind}\) increased significantly with increasing \(z\)-piezo displacement rate (0.1–10 \(\mu m/s\)) for both untreated and PG-depleted disks, using both spherical and pyramidal tips (Fig. 2 a, Friedman test, \(p < 0.01\) for all tests). \(E_{ind}\) significantly decreased by ~70–80% after PG depletion (Fig. 2 a). A marginally significant tip geometry dependence was observed for the PG-depleted disks, whereas no significant tip geometry difference for the untreated disks (two-way RM-ANOVA on RT-1, \(z\)-piezo displacement rate as the only within-subject factor, \(p < 0.001\) for untreated versus PG-depleted disks, \(p = 0.0493\) for the tip geometry on PG-depleted disks).

**Force relaxation**

Fig. 2 b shows a typical individual force-relaxation experiment expressed in terms of the instantaneous indentation modulus, \(E_{ind}(t)\), versus time for the untreated cartilage disk, showing a stiffness relaxation from 0.11 MPa to 0.06 MPa during the 60-s hold period. The three-element model (Eq. 3) fit the observed force-relaxation data well for \(t > 5\) s after the initiation of relaxation, but not for \(t \leq 5\) s (Fig. 2 b), overall \(R^2 > 0.95\) for all experimental data). \(E_{ind,0}\) for the untreated cartilage was 0.10 ± 0.01 MPa (mean ± SE, \(n \geq 6\) locations) using the spherical tip, and similar results were found using the pyramidal tip (Fig. 2 c, Mann-Whitney U test, \(p > 0.05\)). For the PG-treated cartilage, \(E_{ind,0}\) for the pyramidal tip was marginally greater than that for the spherical tip (Mann-Whitney U test, \(p = 0.0411\)) (Fig. 2 c). For both probe tips, PG depletion significantly decreased \(E_{ind,0}\) by 70–80% (Mann-Whitney U test, \(p = 0.0022\) for both tips). In a similar way, tip geometry significantly affected \(\tau\) for the PG-depleted disk, with ~65% faster relaxation observed using the pyramidal tip, but not for the untreated disk (Fig. 2 d, Mann-Whitney U test, \(p < 0.01\) for PG-depleted disks, \(p > 0.05\) for untreated disks).

**Dynamic oscillatory loading**

For the dynamic oscillatory experiments, \(|E^*|\), \(\delta\), \(E'\), and \(E''\) increased nonlinearly with frequency \(f\) in the range of 1–316 Hz for both untreated and PG-depleted cartilage disks, using both spherical and pyramidal tips (Fig. 3), and at all tested deformation amplitudes (data not shown, Friedman test, \(p < 0.001\) for all cases). PG depletion significantly reduced \(|E^*|\), \(E'\), and \(E''\), using both spherical and pyramidal tips (two-way RM-ANOVA on RT-1, \(f\) as the within-subject factor, \(p < 0.05\) for all data sets). At dynamic deformation amplitude \(D\) ~ 2 nm, \(|E^*|\) was found to be linearly dependent on \(f^{1/2}\) for both untreated and PG-depleted disks using both probe tips (Fig. 4). \(|E^*|\), \(E'\) decreased significantly, and \(E''\) increased significantly with increasing dynamic deformation amplitude, \(D\), for PG-depleted disks using both probe tips and for untreated disks using the pyramidal tip (two-way RM-ANOVA on RT-1, \(f\) and \(D\) as within-subject factors, \(p < 0.01\), as shown in Fig. 5, a, c, and d). For the untreated disk measured with the spherical tip, the change in \(|E^*|\), \(E'\), and \(E''\) with amplitude, \(D\), was only marginally significant (\(p = 0.0442\) for \(|E^*|\), \(p = 0.0637\) for \(E'\), \(p = 0.0393\) for \(E''\)).

In addition, the relative percentage drop in \(|E^*|\), \(E'\), and \(E''\) at higher \(D\) with respect to the lowest \(D\) (~2 nm) was
compared for untreated and PG-depleted disks at the tested frequencies (Fig. 5) using two-way RM-ANOVA on the RT-1 of the percentage drops, where $f$ was taken as the within-subject factor, and PG depletion as the between-subject factor. For both spherical and pyramidal tips, PG-depleted disks showed a significantly larger percentage drop in $|E^\prime\prime|$ and $E'$ (but not $E^\prime$) at higher $D$ ($p < 0.001$). When $D$ was increased from $\sim 2$ nm to $\sim 50$ nm, $|E^\prime\prime|$ of untreated disks decreased by only $\sim 3.4$–$4.6\%$, but by $\sim 25$–$48\%$ for PG-depleted disks.

**DISCUSSION**

**Mechanistic origins of cartilage time-dependent nanomechanics**

To assess the mechanistic origins of the observed time- and frequency-dependent dynamic nanomechanical properties, the characteristic poroelastic relaxation frequency, $f_p \sim [(Hk)/L_p^2]$, for the untreated cartilage was estimated to be $\sim 130$ Hz (14). In this calculation, $L_p$, the characteristic length scale over which fluid flows, was approximated as equivalent to the linear dimension of the tip-sample contact zone: $L_p \sim R \times \arccos(R - D/R) = 1.5$ $\mu$m for the spherical tip and $L_p \sim D/\cos \alpha = 1.2$ $\mu$m for the pyramidal tip. $H$ is the equilibrium cartilage modulus, $\sim 0.1$ MPa, calculated from the indentation and force-relaxation experiments (Fig. 2, a and c). The hydraulic permeability, $k$, of $1$- to $2$-week-old bovine femoropatellar groove cartilage was previously reported to be $\sim 3 \times 10^{-15}$ $m^4 N^{-1}$ $s^{-1}$ based on macroscopic (uniaxial confined compression) tests (15). To estimate $f_p$ for the experiments presented here, we first assumed that the same value of $k$ is applicable at macroscale dimensions of fluid flow, $L_p$, since $k$ is dominated in general by GAG-associated pore sizes (21). The resulting $f_p$ is $\sim 130$ Hz (for the spherical tip, $\sim 210$ Hz for the pyramidal tip), which is the same order as the highest tested frequency values (100–316 Hz) at which the maximum in energy dissipation was observed (Fig. 3 b). $|E^\prime\prime|$ for the untreated cartilage disks was found to increase linearly with $f^{1/2}$ (Fig. 4), consistent with the expected behavior for poroelastic deformation of cartilage in the frequency range $f < f_p$ (2,15,48), but not for viscoelastic deformation (5,49). In addition, the weak amplitude dependence of $|E^\prime\prime|$ and $\delta$ suggests that poroelasticity also dominates the observed energy dissipation mechanisms even at higher dynamic amplitudes (Fig. 5, a and b), as discussed in more detail below. Intrinsic viscoelastic behavior is expected to be associated with the local rearrangement of aggrecan/GAG and breakage/recombination of aggrecan adhesive interactions (32), and potential reconfiguration of collagen fibrils. Hence, because these possible deformation mechanisms take place at length scales much greater than the dynamic deformation amplitude, $D$ (17), they are expected to make a minimal contribution to the measured frequency dependence at such...
small deformation amplitudes. In addition, the known viscoelastic behavior of cartilage disks measured via torsional shear (in the absence of poroelastic behavior) exhibits a maximum of $\delta < 14^{\circ}$ at larger macroscopic deformation scales (5), which is much smaller than the observed $\delta$ of Fig. 3 b at frequencies near $f_p$. Furthermore, the frequency dependence of $|E^*|$ and $\delta$ at higher deformation amplitudes, $D$, remains consistent (Fig. 5), supporting the hypothesis that fluid flow tangential to the direction of dynamic oscillation dominates energy dissipation in this regime, rather than viscoelastic processes, which are most likely dominated by axially directed deformations. Hence, these results suggest that even at fluid-flow length scales much smaller than macroscopic load configurations, and deformation amplitudes on the scale of molecular dimensions, fluid-flow-related poroelasticity dominates energy dissipation in the $f = 1$–316 Hz frequency range. It is interesting that recent studies have also revealed that poroelasticity is the dominant mechanism governing the frequency-dependent behavior of newly synthesized cell-associated matrix surrounding individual chondrocytes, removed from 1- to 4-week alginate culture, and subjected to nanometer-scale dynamic oscillatory loading (35).

Since the force-relaxation behavior of untreated cartilage in Fig. 2, b and c, corresponds to $t >> \tau_p$ (characteristic poroelastic relaxation time, $\tau_p = (1/f_p) \sim 8$ ms) and indentation depth ~430 nm, it is hypothesized that the time dependence is dominated by the intrinsic viscoelastic behavior of the ECM. The fact that a single relaxation time constant could not fit the relaxation behavior of Fig. 2 b for intermediate time ($1 < t < 5$ s) suggests the presence of multiple viscoelastic relaxation mechanisms that may be associated with hierarchical structures of cartilage ECM at nano- and microscales (12,17). This viscoelastic behavior could be due to rearrangement of aggrecan/GAGs, adhesive interactions between aggrecan (32), reptation of aggrecan monomers and aggregates (17), and relaxation of interconnected collagen fibrils. At short times ($t < 1$ s), the force relaxation could be a combined effect of both poro- and viscoelastic mechanisms.

This time-dependent behavior of cartilage was also reflected in classical nanoindentation tests using the same probe tips. A single indentation test took place over ~0.05 to 10 s, corresponding to $z$-piezo displacement rates of 10 to 0.1 μm/s, respectively. Hence, based on the above discussion, the observed rate dependence of $E_{\text{ind}}$ (Fig. 2 a) was likely due to the combined effects of poro- and viscoelasticity. The values of $E_{\text{ind}}$ are therefore effective responses of cartilage at given indentation rates, resulting from a
combination of cartilage mechanical properties that affect its time dependence (e.g., $E_{\text{ind},0}$, $\tau$, $k$). Because both these deformation mechanisms could occur during the indentation test, the contribution of each mechanism could not be individually quantified using only $F-D$ indentation curves. Therefore, although classical nanoindentation results did show significant tissue time dependence (Fig. 2a), the dynamic oscillatory indentation combined with force-relaxation tests are advantageous for direct probing of the time- and frequency-dependent behavior of cartilage.

**Role of aggrecan in cartilage nanomechanics**

Upon aggrecan depletion, ~60–70% reduction in cartilage indentation modulus $E_{\text{ind}}$ was observed in both macroscale indentation (Fig. 2) and nanoscale dynamic (Figs. 3–5) deformation experiments. These results are consistent with previous tissue level studies showing that aggrecan accounts for >50% of cartilage macroscopic compressive modulus (12,50). Aggrecan is also the major determinant of cartilage tissue permeability, $k$ (12). This is consistent with the increased $f_p$ (~1 kHz) caused by depletion of aggrecan in the dynamic loading experiment (Fig. 3), in which the substantial increase in $k$ outweighs the decrease in $H$ as aggrecan is depleted. In addition, the presence of aggrecan increased the longest relaxation time $\tau$ in Fig. 2d, likely associated with the constraints of aggrecan to the relaxation of the collagen network ($\tau$ ~ 15 s for the PG-depleted disks versus 25 s for the untreated disks measured via the spherical tip).

Increasing the dynamic amplitude, $D$, from ~2 nm to ~50 nm resulted in a significantly greater decrease in $|E^*|$ for PG-depleted disks compared to untreated disks (Fig. 5). At the higher $D$, which is comparable to collagen fibril diameters and interfibrillar distances (~100 nm), collagen fibrils may undergo increased molecular mobility in the absence of constraints by aggrecan. In a similar way, it is hypothesized that strain softening at the tissue level, observed at large enough deformations, is due to the local release of tension and buckling of the collagen fibrils at deformations that overcome the osmotic swelling pressure of aggrecan (51–53). As buckling would mainly affect elastic deformations, the higher deformation amplitudes, $D$, of Fig. 5 resulted in a significant drop in the elastic storage modulus, $E'$. At the same time, the increase in $E''$ and $\delta$ at higher $D$ could be related to the viscoelastic energy dissipation due to molecular friction between the buckling collagen fibrils in contact. On the other hand, in the presence of aggrecan, this amplitude-induced viscoelasticity effect was minimized (Fig. 5), as the GAG-GAG electrostatic repulsion can largely reduce the contacts between the ECM macromolecular components (32) and, hence, the viscoelastic energy dissipation associated with macromolecular frictions. As a result, poroelasticity remains the dominating energy dissipation mechanism for the untreated cartilage when increasing the dynamic deformation amplitudes, $D$ (Fig. 5).

Dynamic loading experiments using both spherical and pyramidal probe tips were performed using similar deformation amplitudes and contact areas, and no significant geometry dependence of $|E^*|$ was observed for untreated or PG-depleted disk (Figs. 3–5). In contrast, at larger deformation amplitudes in the indentation force-relaxation experiments, $\tau$ and $E_{\text{ind},0}$ exhibited the geometry dependence for PG-depleted but not untreated disks, due to the different stress fields associated with probe tip geometry (Fig. 2, c and d). Similar to the effect on the dynamic amplitude dependence, in the presence of aggrecan and GAG-GAG electrostatic repulsion, cartilage exhibited more stable and uniform mechanical properties in response to different stress fields.

**Comparison to tissue level cartilage dynamic properties**

The frequency dependence of cartilage mechanical properties has been probed at the tissue level via dynamic compression in both confined (1,54,55) and unconfined (2,22) compression geometries. The frequency dependence of dynamic modulus and phase angle were well predicted by poroelastic theoretical models (2,15). In this study, fluid flow occurred within cartilage disks mounted between the fluid-impermeable substrate and the fluid-impermeable probe tip in an axisymmetric profile caused by vertical oscillation of the tip. Hence, we compared the observed frequency dependence with that reported for uniaxial unconfined compression of similar bovine calf cartilage disks between fluid-impermeable platens (2). In Fig. 6, the phase lag of the untreated disks measured using the spherical

![FIGURE 6 Phase angle $\delta(f)$ versus frequency normalized to the characteristic poroelastic relaxation frequency. Data on the left are from nanoscale dynamic oscillatory deformation experiments on normal, untreated bovine calf cartilage specimens, reported here using the spherical tip ($R$ ~ 2.5 $\mu$m) at ~2 nm deformation amplitude superimposed on a static ~0.43-$\mu$m indentation depth (solid circles; $n \geq 6$, mean ± SE). Data on the right are from macroscale unconfined compression experiments on one normal bovine calf cartilage disk, 6.4 mm in diameter and 1 mm thick, using an ~10-$\mu$m deformation amplitude superimposed onto an ~200-$\mu$m static compression (open squares) (adapted from Kim et al. (2)).]
probe tip is plotted as a function of frequency normalized by \( f_p \sim Hk/L_p^2 \), assuming \( L_p \sim 1.5 \mu m \), \( H \sim 0.1 \) MPa, and \( k \sim 3 \times 10^{-15} \) m N \(^{-1}\) s \(^{-1}\), as discussed previously. Also shown in Fig. 6 is the previously reported phase lag of the dynamic modulus of one cartilage disk, 6.4 mm in diameter and 1 mm thick, tested in uniaxial unconfined compression (2). The macroscopic tests (2) focused on frequencies \( f > f_p \) since \( f_p \) for the millimeter-sized disks in unconfined compression was ~0.001 Hz (for the given disk geometry), and tests at lower frequencies were not possible. In this study, the frequency range was confined to the region \( f \leq f_p \) (~100–300 Hz for the current geometry) due to AFM instrumentation constraints, which prevented measurements at frequencies \(~>300 \) Hz. Overall, the normalized frequency dependence of the phase lag in Fig. 6 is qualitatively consistent with the poroelastic behavior that would be expected over the complete frequency range \((f_p \leq f)\) in uniaxial unconfined compression as well as the nanoscale dynamic compression geometry in Fig. 1 (a, 2). In contrast to poroelasticity, the length scale dependence was much less remarkable for cartilage intrinsic viscoelasticity, as macroscale stress relaxation experiments via unconfined compression (3) resulted in viscoelastic relaxation time constants very similar to those reported by AFM-based nanoindentation (Fig. 2 d).

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, AFM-based indentation methods were used to quantify the time, frequency, and amplitude dependence of untreated and PG-depleted cartilage mechanical properties, including \( E_{ind} \) (classical indentation), \( E_{ind,0} \), \( \tau \) (force relaxation), \( [E]\), \( E' \), \( E'' \), and \( \delta \) (dynamic oscillatory loading). An important contribution that emerged from this study involves the comparison between untreated and PG-depleted cartilage disks at the small length scales that yielded insights into the contributions of the ECM molecular components to the measured mechanical properties. In particular, for the dynamic oscillatory experiments on the untreated cartilage disks, it was determined that fluid-flow-induced poroelasticity primarily governs frequency-dependent energy dissipation even at exceedingly small nanometer-scale deformation amplitudes, whereas the longer-timescale force relaxation mainly reflects viscoelasticity. Thus, using contact radii and deformation amplitudes that are several orders smaller than tissue-level testing configurations (2,8), the visco- and poroelastic contributions to cartilage time-dependent mechanical behavior could be deconvoluted. Furthermore, depletion of aggrecan caused a dramatic increase in energy dissipation at higher amplitudes (associated with increased \( \delta \) and decreased \( E' \) in Fig. 5), which is hypothesized to be due to the presence of additional viscoelastic mechanisms, i.e., collagen molecular interactions. Hence, the presence of aggrecan minimizes the amplitude dependence and provides a more uniform and stable mechanical response.
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